
you'll usually be right

internetrules 10-Aug-20 08:38 PM

huh

JustinCEO 12-Sep-20 10:55 PM

Attachment: the_idea_that_wealth_is_important_is_true.pdf (40.77 KB)

curi 12-Sep-20 10:56 PM

"that" isn't a pronoun there
"idea is true". "wealth is important". the subjects and objects are all taken
(complements)

that isn't English
"The idea that is true" is not a valid sentence

JustinCEO 13-Sep-20 12:59 PM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uk_82PNH3Jc&ab_channel=JustinCEO i'd made this video about 
that sentence and trees before seeing your comments here.

JustinCEO
Grammar - The idea that wealth is important is true

JustinCEO 13-Sep-20 02:29 PM

"that" isn't a pronoun there

JustinCEO 13-Sep-20 02:37 PM

So in August 2019 you said: 
 

There is another option:

>  

{The idea that is true} {wealth is important}

>  

This is like (3) but some words moved for clarity and to avoid nesting.

>  

Here, “that” is a pronoun or reference word which functions as a noun appositive and refers to the 
text “wealth is important”. The “that” needs to be in the main clause. where it serves its appositive 

https://cdn.discordapp.com/attachments/692857444807999560/754535600278732860/the_idea_that_wealth_is_important_is_true.pdf
https://cdn.discordapp.com/attachments/692857444807999560/754537061318525048/unknown.png
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uk_82PNH3Jc&ab_channel=JustinCEO
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAMoDf0GYn2JxqGsnXAuLAQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uk_82PNH3Jc
https://i.ytimg.com/vi/uk_82PNH3Jc/sddefault.jpg


te t ea t  s po ta t  e t at  eeds to be  t e a  c ause  e e t se es ts appos t e 

role. 

 
After thinking about it for a while I found this persuasive, as indicated in the video. So now I'm 
confused. 
 

"The idea that is true" is not a valid sentence

 
I think I agree with that point. 
 

"that" isn't a pronoun there

>  

 "idea is true". "wealth is important". the subjects and objects are all taken

 
Initially I had some intuition against reading that as a pronoun, but when I read your analysis re: that 
being a pronoun in apposition in the main clause, and having "wealth is important" as  a referent, I 
thought that made sense. Can you say more about why that view is wrong? 
 
Maybe the "not a valid sentence" point kinda decides the issue though, makes the other stuff moot? 
So then if that's the case, I'm curious how you view the sentence now. "That" being a relator or 
whatever is the main alternative view that I can see as plausible. so tree 1 or 4 i think?

curi 13-Sep-20 02:45 PM

Because you literally can't make the rearrangement with semi-colon work as English, unlike other 
cases where it does work.
and "wealth is important" is not a restatement of "idea". wouldn't an appositive need to be like 
"thought" or "conjecture"
He had an idea, a thought, a conjecture, a brilliancy: wealth is important.

JustinCEO 13-Sep-20 03:01 PM

so the making the rearrangement work point seems decisive. An aside on the appositive point though 
- i thought appositives could fill in tons of details on a vague initial noun. e.g. "The young man, the real 
heir to the throne, snuck away on a boat." You don't really know much from "man" and need the "heir" 
phrase to know what's interesting about him.  That doesn't seem fundamentally different to me than 
"wealth is important" filling in tons of detail on "idea".

curi 13-Sep-20 03:02 PM

the issue isn't how much info is being provided, it's that the two things in apposition must be of the 
same type. in your case, both are ways to describe a particular man.

JustinCEO 13-Sep-20 03:02 PM

hmm

curi 13-Sep-20 03:04 PM

an idea is a container. so it's a little like "The bowl of cereal, raisin bran, was yummy." but raisin bran 
is not parallel to bowl of cereal (container vs. thing contained) so that, while understandable, seems 



kinda wrong

JustinCEO 13-Sep-20 03:05 PM

so in my example, both things (man and heir) are attributes of some unnamed Person, but in the 
wealth sentence, "wealth is important" is like a specific instance of the category "idea", so the things 
aren't on the same level, something like that?
ah ok raisin bran thing is helpful

curi 13-Sep-20 03:06 PM

"The bowl of cereal, the raisin bran, was yummy." it sounds more parallel with the article but still 
problematic

JustinCEO 13-Sep-20 03:06 PM

as an aside, i love raisin bran crunch

curi 13-Sep-20 03:06 PM

ME TOO

JustinCEO 13-Sep-20 03:07 PM

 cool

curi 13-Sep-20 03:07 PM

i only had it once. i tried to buy it again last groceries but failed

JustinCEO 13-Sep-20 03:08 PM

there are various varieties now

but ya i get crunch when i can find it

https://cdn.discordapp.com/attachments/692857444807999560/754780441692602492/large_8c573ad8-e2c7-46d9-a46c-1bc9089191ba.png


curi 13-Sep-20 03:08 PM

i prefer safeway brand raisin bran in general

JustinCEO 13-Sep-20 03:08 PM

curi 13-Sep-20 03:09 PM

i don't think that crunch is the one i had. mine might have been safeway brand but not positive. i 
definitely don't remember vanilla almond. i remember it as being raisin bran + honey bunches of oats 
hybrid.

JustinCEO 13-Sep-20 03:09 PM

ya that's the standard one i thing, the honey bunches type

curi 13-Sep-20 03:10 PM

The suit of armor, the helmet, was shiny.
heh

https://cdn.discordapp.com/attachments/692857444807999560/754780659607666798/002973504.png
https://cdn.discordapp.com/attachments/692857444807999560/754781032640807032/unknown.png


JustinCEO 13-Sep-20 03:10 PM

ya ok
heh
good one

curi 13-Sep-20 03:11 PM

having helmet represent suit is worse than raisin bran representing bowl + cereal + milk

JustinCEO 13-Sep-20 03:11 PM

yes

curi 13-Sep-20 03:16 PM

i not positive about this but i think relative adjective view seems fine
i found in general the sentence rearrangements with semi-colons work when you're dealing with 
something acting as a noun but not for modifiers. modifiers are better nested.
I own the car that is shiny. -- no good semi-colon rearrangement because "that is shiny" is a modifier 
not a noun.
it being a modifier makes nesting fit better anyway. it's blatantly subordinate.
it actually deserves to be treed similar to an adjective that we'd just nest under "car" (edited)

unlike "I think that buying iPhones is wise." where the thought doesn't seem very subordinate.

JustinCEO 13-Sep-20 03:27 PM

yeah
"buying iPhones is wise" is the more important thing content/meaning-wise

curi 13-Sep-20 03:31 PM

In "I had a thought that buying iPhones is wise", even if it was an appositive, it'd still be nested under 
"thought"
it's definitely some sort of modifier here, not a verb's object

JustinCEO 13-Sep-20 03:36 PM

yeah i agree

JustinCEO 13-Sep-20 05:12 PM

raisin bran power tip: add extra raisins

JustinCEO 13-Sep-20 07:33 PM

Peikoff rejects adjective view for wealth sentence
https://otter.ai/s/UuccpN5RTLe7a400raKDxw?t=2001s

Leonard_Peikoff-Principles_of_Grammar-2.mp3
Sat, Mar 9, 2019 5:31 AM; Duration: 2:16:00

https://otter.ai/s/UuccpN5RTLe7a400raKDxw?t=2001s
https://otter.ai/s/UuccpN5RTLe7a400raKDxw?t=2001s
https://public.otter.ai/img/otterplayer-lrg.png


curi 13-Sep-20 07:33 PM

o?

JustinCEO 13-Sep-20 07:34 PM

i tried to send time stamp link
oh wait

curi 13-Sep-20 07:34 PM

i searched

JustinCEO 13-Sep-20 07:34 PM

ok
i think discord didn't mess up the time stamp anyways

curi 13-Sep-20 07:35 PM

he's claiming the whole group "that wealth is important" functions as a noun, but "that" is NOT a 
pronoun or reference, it's just a noun clause creator?
b/c you can say e.g. "That wealth is important is something I'm glad to hear that you think." where, as 
the sentence subject, it must be a noun.

JustinCEO 13-Sep-20 07:36 PM

he's claiming the whole group "that wealth is important" functions as a noun, but "that" is NOT a 
pronoun or reference, it's just a noun clause creator?

that seems to be his view yeah
a noun-izer

curi 13-Sep-20 07:38 PM

idk, mb it's just a shortening of this
[The fact/belief/etc] That wealth is important is something I'm glad to hear that you think.
it really naturally takes a noun right in front of it that it can, apparently, act as a modifier for. tho i guess 
Peikoff would claim appositive there too.
i reading 1828 that definitions to see if any compatible with Peikoff's view. this one isn't but notable:

JustinCEO 13-Sep-20 07:40 PM

oh he calls "that" a "pure conjunction" in wealth sentence. i wouldn't think of a "pure conjunction" as 
turning something into a noun
maybe he just means it's not a subject or object like a pronoun "that"

curi 13-Sep-20 07:41 PM

i think his view is related to the modern view that thinks e.g. "if" turns a clause into an adverb

https://cdn.discordapp.com/attachments/692857444807999560/754849132400738405/unknown.png


 t  s e  s e ated to t e ode  e  t at t s e g   tu s a c ause to a  ad e b

so "if" is a "conjunction" or "subordinating conjunction" which means an adverb-izer

JustinCEO 13-Sep-20 07:41 PM

yeah ok

curi 13-Sep-20 07:41 PM

i think calling a part-of-speech-izer a "conjunction" is stupid

JustinCEO 13-Sep-20 07:42 PM

yeah it muddies the conceptual waters

curi 13-Sep-20 07:42 PM

6. That, in the following use, has been called a conjunction. "I heard that the Greeks had defeated 
the Turks." But in this case, that has the same character as in No.4. It is the representative of the 
part of the sentence which follows, as may be seen by inverting the order of the clauses. "The 
Greeks had defeated the Turks; I heard that." "It is not that I love you less." That here refers to the 
latter clause of the sentence, as a kind of demonstrative.

we could write "That the greeks had defeated the turks cheered me up"
nevertheless the dictionary says it's a pronoun. but the wealth sentence it doesn't work as pronoun 
like that cuz it has modifier role.
read all 11 "that" definitions from 1828. found none that can make Peikoff right. also didn't find one 
saying it can relate stuff as adjectives either.
1913 has this

https://cdn.discordapp.com/attachments/692857444807999560/754850446132248696/unknown.png


this specifically connects this usage to verbs – subject/object/complement uses only – not as 
appositives or something else
the "[showed] ... that" example is like "I think that" (edited)

reading 3 now

not relevant but interesting

i think this is the right usage
not sure tho cuz those examples it is a pronoun playing the subject role in its clause

JustinCEO 13-Sep-20 07:51 PM

ya i noticed pronoun

curi 13-Sep-20 07:51 PM

more equivalent would be "A judgment that two equals three would be dumb" (edited)

should write it out so equals is clear verb
i think it's telling us the type of judgment and is a modifier in both versions
That two equals three is a dumb conclusion to reach.
you can put the "that" thing as sentence subject when "that" isn't a noun in either clause

JustinCEO 13-Sep-20 07:54 PM

Two equals three is a dumb idea
altho i want to put in quotes kinda
"Two equals three" is a dumb idea
"Wealth is important" is true.

curi 13-Sep-20 07:55 PM

https://cdn.discordapp.com/attachments/692857444807999560/754850670883897415/unknown.png
https://cdn.discordapp.com/attachments/692857444807999560/754851373895516350/unknown.png
https://cdn.discordapp.com/attachments/692857444807999560/754851576664948786/unknown.png


JustinCEO 13-Sep-20 07:55 PM

quotes if no that

curi 13-Sep-20 07:55 PM

then modern dictionary is just like "yeah you can do that as a specific rule hf"
with no attempt to say why it works or what principle it comes from

JustinCEO 13-Sep-20 07:56 PM

i remember that definition

curi 13-Sep-20 07:56 PM

oh they straight say appositive in web3 here
1

they say it can be either: "complement or modifier to a noun or adjective or is in apposition with a 
noun"
i think they just don't know mb

JustinCEO 13-Sep-20 07:57 PM

https://cdn.discordapp.com/attachments/692857444807999560/754852667813265418/unknown.png
https://cdn.discordapp.com/attachments/692857444807999560/754852925758504980/unknown.png
https://cdn.discordapp.com/attachments/692857444807999560/754853066527866950/unknown.png


p

haha ya
i'm reading the definition and am like
WELL WHICH IS IT

curi 13-Sep-20 07:58 PM

they are fine wtih it being an adjective too

JustinCEO 13-Sep-20 07:59 PM

well i guess with the first example it can't be in apposition cuz certain is an adjective

curi 13-Sep-20 08:01 PM

ya it's 2-4 that might be (edited)

JustinCEO 13-Sep-20 08:02 PM

right

JustinCEO 13-Sep-20 08:52 PM

Attachment:
Learning_may_be_easy_if_you_are_learning_from_a_good_teacher_but_teaching_is_work..pdf
(26.25 KB)

curi 13-Sep-20 09:07 PM

i think "if" should be higher level not nested like that. is conjunction
same as typical sentence with "if" and 2 clauses

JustinCEO 13-Sep-20 09:11 PM

ya u r right

https://cdn.discordapp.com/attachments/692857444807999560/754867166783996055/Learning_may_be_easy_if_you_are_learning_from_a_good_teacher_but_teaching_is_work..pdf
https://cdn.discordapp.com/attachments/692857444807999560/754872211357171837/unknown.png


curi 13-Sep-20 09:13 PM

i haven't carefully figured out how to deal with 2+ conjunctions and which way to nest them btw

JustinCEO 13-Sep-20 09:13 PM

ya i was a bit hesitant about it
also not super confident about 1) how to represent multi-word verb phrases generally and 2) where to 
put adverbial modifiers on multi-word verb phrases

JustinCEO 14-Sep-20 08:49 AM

another multi-word verb phrase issue: which verb to connect a complement to


